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Computational Lexical Semantics
in the information age, the volume and importance of 
electronic document is increasing rapidly, and it is impossible 
to handle them without automatized support
CLS helps applications dealing with language understanding

machine translation
document classification
information extraction
document summarization



Semantic Lexicons
bridge the gap between language and knowledge expressed 
with language

semantic normalization (a,c,b = A)
semantic disambiguation (xxxaxxx = A1, yyyayyy = A2)

define the meaning of a word based on its relationship with 
meanings of other words

similarity of meaning corresponds to their distance in the 
network



Types of semantic lexicons
machine-readable dictionaries

intended for human use
LDOCE

thesaurus
controlled vocabulary 
organized into a hierarchy
Roget

lexical databases
wide coverage of vocabulary, 
a set of relations
FrameNet, WordNet, MindNet

ontologies & knowledge 
bases

formal representation of 
world knowledge, language 
independent
Cyc, ConceptNet, HowNet



Why Automatic Construction?
needs:

1 lexical entry ~30 min
lexicon size ~50.000 entries
~25.000 hrs or 1.000 days

goals:
faster
easier
cheaper
recyclable



WordNet



Serbian wordnet:

konac, kraj, svršetak, završetak

Serbian-Slovene dictionary:

konac: izid, iztek, konec, končanje, kraj, krajnik, 
obrobje, nit, sklep, sukanec, zaključek, zatrep

sloWNet:

izid, iztek, konec, končanje, kraj, sklep, 
zaključek

Dictionary Approach - Example



Dictionary Approach: Overview
Erjavec&Fišer 2006

Approach: Serbian synsets were translated with a bilingual 
dictionary & the results were validated by hand

Result: a set of manually validated basic concepts which exist 
in wordnets for many other languages

Problems: no disambiguation for polysemous literals was 
performed -> many errors lead to a lot of manual editing



Corpus Approach - Example
EN CS RO BG SI 

beseda id beseda id beseda id beseda id beseda id 

party 01 strana 01 partid 01 !"#$%& 01 stranka 01 

party 02 ve'írek  02 petrecere 02 (")"*" 02 zabava 02 

army 03 armáda 03 armat+ 03 "#,%& 03 armada 03 

army 03 armáda 03 armat+ 03 "#,%& 03 vojska 03 

syn1 (party1) : stranka

syn2 (party2): zabava

syn3 (army): armada, vojska



Corpus Approach - Overview
Fišer 2007

Approach: a multilingual parallel corpus was word-aligned, a 
multilingual lexicon was extracted & disambiguated with the 
existing wordnets for these languages

Result: base concepts were extended with other polysemous 
words

Problems: word-alignment limited to single-word literals, 
different sizes of the existing wordnets, holes in the network



Encyclopedic Approach - Example
English wordnet: ice hockey

Wnglish Wikipedia:

Slovene Wikipedia:

Slovene wordnet: hokej na ledu



Encyclopedic approach - Overview
Fišer&Sagot 2008

Approach: monosemous literals were translated with 
Wikipedia& EuroVoc

Result: a lot of scecific concepts were added, also many multi-
word expressions

Problem: small size of Slovene Wikipedia (64.000 articles in 
Slovene vs. 2.5 mio articles in English)



17.000 concepts
20.000 entries
general & specific 
vocabulary
mostly nouns
xml format
freely available for 
research

SloWNet 2.0



Discussion
Achievement: the automatic approach recycled existing 
resources to create a wordnet which is aligned with other 
wordnets (mono- & multilingual applications)

Problems: quality of the generated synsets depends on the 
quality of the resources used, automatically generated 
synsets contain errors, gaps in the network

Plans: ensure good coverage of Slovene vocabulary, use 
sloWNet in applications 



On-going work
student project: annotation of a corpus with wordnet senses

take a word in context & try to assing one of its meanings 
from wordnet

can be used as training data for future wsd research

bilateral project: using wordnet in a machine translation 
system (Eng-Slo, Eng-Hun)

can wordnet help in better wsd and lexical choice in MT



Project ideas
wordnet browser & visualization tool

automatic assignment of synset reliability scores

automatic detection of errors in synsets

automatic filling of the gaps in the network

extension of a particular domain

extension of the wiki approach to polysemous words (wsd)

using sloWNet in an application

http://wordnet.princeton.edu/perl/webwn
http://wordnet.princeton.edu/perl/webwn
http://www.lexipedia.com/
http://www.lexipedia.com/


Thanks for your attention

Questions, comments & suggestions welcome

Cooperation in refining, extending & using sloWNet welcome

http://lojze.lugos.si/~darja/slownet.html

http://lojze.lugos.si/~darja/slownet.html
http://lojze.lugos.si/~darja/slownet.html

